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"38!particularly"Robert"Henri,"are"important"to"the"works"discussed"in"this"paper,"as"their"artistic"styles"are"not"only"present"in"Kent’s"early"work,"but"it"was"Henri"that"introduced"the"idea"of"Monhegan"Island"to"Kent."Robert"Henri"ventured"to"Monhegan"Island"during"the"summer"of"1903"and"strongly"advocated"that"his"students"go"there"as"well."Kent"became"the"first"of"Henri’s"students"to"make"the"voyage"during"the"summer"of"1905,"and"then"he"made"the"island"his"permanent"residence"until"his"departure"in"1910.5"" Although"Kent"did"not"produce"his"first"artwork"on"Monhegan,"the"island"did"inspire"his"first"cohesive"body"of"work."In"fact,"it"has"been"noted"that"almost"all"of"his"series"of"paintings"were"completed"on"islands.6"Monhegan"was"the"first"of"these"islands"with"locations"such"as"Newfoundland,"Tierra"del"Fuego,"and"Greenland,"following."The"characteristics"of"Monhegan"Island"appear"in"these"future"destinations."Monhegan"influenced"Kent’s"future"decisions"personally"and"artistically"and"suggests"further"investigations."" Monhegan"Island"is"over"six"hundred"miles"of"wilderness"that"sits"just"ten"miles"from"the"coast"of"Maine."In"1900,"94"residents"were"recorded"on"what"was"then"referred"to"as"Monhegan"Plantation.7"Today,"the"island"has"a"little"over"seventy"permanent"residents,"but"this"number"swells"to"six"hundred"from"the"incoming"of"the"partZtime"residents"and"artists"during"the"summer"months."Just"as"in"the"past,"the"sea"is"one"of"the"main"sources"of"income"for"the"permanent"residents,"with"many"of"them"working"as"lobstermen."In"2004,"it"was"documented"that"twelve"of"the"seventy"residents"were"lobstermen.8"" Like"other"parts"of"the"northeast,"such"as"Ogunquit"and"Provincetown,"Monhegan"Island"also"developed"an"art"colony."In"1858,"Aaron"Draper"Shattuck,"the"first"artist"on"record,"arrived"on"the"island"by"schooner."The"villagers"took"note"of"his"presence,"and"he"often"wrote"letters"from"Monhegan"speaking"of"his"experiences.9"An"artist"did"not"permanently"settle"on"Monhegan"until"S.P."Rolt"Triscott"did"in"1903.10"It"was"not"much"later"that"Kent"arrived"on"the"island."""3"Rockwell"Kent"and"Paul"Cummings,"“An"Interview"with"Rockwell"Kent"Conducted"by"Paul"Cummings"at"Austable"Forks,"New"York,"Febrauary"26Z27,"1969,”"Archives+of+American+Art+Journal+12.1"(Jan."1972):"10Z11."4"“An"Interview"with"Rockwell"Kent"Conducted"by"Paul"Cummings"at"Austable"Forks,"New"York,"Febrauary"26Z27,"1969,”"11.5"Fridolf"Johnson,"foreword"to"Rockwell+Kent:+
An+Anthology+of+His+Works+(New"York:"Knopf"Publishing,"1982),"22Z26."6"Rockwell"Kent"and"Edward"L."Deci,"Rockwell+Kent+on+Monhegan+(Monhegan,"ME:"Monhegan"Museum,"1998),"16.""
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"40!the"unobstructed"opportunity"to"see"without"being"seen"because"there"is"the"opportunity"for"refuge"or"shelter.13" "" Appleton"devotes"a"large"portion"of"his"book"to"prospectZrefuge"symbolism"that"is"present"in"landscapes"and"how"the"symbols"are"exhibited,"whether"it"is"through"landscape"architecture"or"painting."This"theory"will"be"applied"to"Rockwell"Kent’s"landscapes,"focusing"on"how"Kent"perceived"the"landscape"through"his"paintings."Appleton"refers"to"this"concept"of"prospect"and"refuge"as"not"being"about"the"objects"themselves,"but"rather"about"what"the"objects"reveal"about"how"the"viewer"perceives"his"or"her"environment"and"how"it"is"assessed"in"terms"of"behavioral"opportunities.14"Monhegan"Island"exemplifies"this"idea"of"prospect"and"refuge,"as"Kent"was"able"to"be"productive"in"his"work"with"the"comfort"of"being"in"a"secluded"location."This"environment"provided"him"the"shelter"and"resources"that"are"necessary"for"survival,"while"these"same"elements"often"became"his"subject"matter."" Kent’s"emotion"towards"the"island"was"instantaneous"as"he"recounts"the"event"of"arriving"on"the"island"fifty"years"later"in"his"autobiography,"It’s+Me,+O+Lord:+“"."."."And"like"a"puppy"let"out"of"his"pen"I’m"off"at"a"run"to"see,"to"climb,"to"touch"and"feel"this"wonder"island"that"I’ve"come"to.”15"This"rush"of"emotion"did"not"leave"after"he"arrived."If"anything,"it"could"be"said"that"it"intensified."For"Kent"mentions"that"he"began"to"work"in"frenzy,"often"not"being"able"to"sleep"because"he"was"painting."Although,"it"is"likely"the"accounts"discussed"by"Kent"in"his"autobiography"are"true,"it"is"possible"that"there"was"some"embellishment"used"in"his"narratives"or"forgotten"details"as"he"was"relying"on"his"memory."" Potentially"one"of"Kent’s"first"paintings"created"on"the"island,"
Harbor,+Monhegan,+from"1905,"is"an"oil"on"canvas"that"provides"the"scene"from"Monhegan’s"harbor"looking"out"into"the"ocean."(Figure"1)"This"scene"is"stylistically"similar"to"the"work"that"he"was"producing"prior"to"arriving"on"Monhegan"Island,"but"the"prospects"and"refuges"are"evident"in"this"new"environment"for"Kent."" This"composition"has"the"viewer"facing"Manana"Island"that"is"adjacent"to"Monhegan."In"the"distance,"creating"a"barrier"between"the"sky"and"the"ocean"is"a"mountainous"ridge."This"land"mass"likely"represents"the"coast"of"Maine"that"is"roughly"ten"miles"from"Monhegan."""11"Cathy"Newman,"“Monhegan"Island,”"National+Geographic+Magazine,+July"2001,"accessed"November"2,"2012,"http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/ngm/data/2001/07/01/html/fulltext5.html."12"Harris"and"Lyon,"“Landscapes"en"plein"air"on"Maine’s"Midcoast.”"
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!!!!!!41!"Portions"of"Manana"obstruct"the"viewer’s"line"of"sight,"but"the"rocks"form"a"valley"in"the"middle"of"the"artwork"to"allow"clear"visibility."More"than"likely,"Harbor,+Monhegan+reflects"the"idea"that"Kent"was"content"in"his"new"surroundings"because"there"is"a"generous"amount"of"sunlight"on"Monhegan"and"Manana"islands,"while"the"main"land"is"masked"in"shadow."This"painting"shows"that"Kent"felt"more"comfortable"that"he"had"the"freedom"to"venture"back"to"the"main"land"with"little"stress."Kent"would"in"fact"leave"Monhegan"for"short"amounts"of"time"during"his"tenure"until"1910."" Another"important"biological"need"that"is"addressed"in"the"prospectZrefuge"theory"is"the"need"for"exploration.16"Exploring"is"a"basic"biological"action,"as"humans"observe"and"seek"out"ways"to"use"the"land"to"their"advantage."It"could"be"claimed"that"this"is"heightened"for"a"landscape"artist,"as"he"or"she"should"intimately"understand"the"environment"that"they"are"attempting"to"recreate"in"order"to"be"successful"in"their"task."The"element"of"exploration"with"the"possibility"of"discovery"provides"a"constant"source"of"satisfaction.17"It"was"documented"that"Kent"was"very"engaged"with"the"environment"that"he"was"painting,"as"he"would"paint"from"the"cliffs,"toting"along"his"supplies."The"photograph"taken"of"Kent"painting"on"the"rocks"at"Blackhead"demonstrate"how"engaged"he"became"in"his"surroundings"when"working"on"a"landscape."(Figure"2)"Rocks,+Monhegan+is"an"example"of"the"type"of"painting"that"might"result"from"Kent’s"inclusion"into"the"environment."" This"oil"on"canvas"painting"from"1906"focuses"on"the"rocks"that"border"the"ocean."The"viewer"is"positioned"at"a"higher"elevation"and"is"looking"down"at"the"slope"of"the"rocks"and"into"the"ocean."The"position"of"the"viewer"is"a"prospect,"as"he"or"she"is"able"to"see"a"great"distance"into"the"ocean"with"the"cliffs"serving"as"a"refuge."The"bluff"acts"as"a"barrier"that"shelters"the"viewer"by"separating"them"from"the"ocean,"which"appears"to"have"turbulent"waters."The"rocks"can"also"shelter"the"viewer"from"other"potential"dangers,"such"as"an"unwanted"intruder."" In"one"of"his"early"landscapes"from"1907,"Maine+Coast,+Kent"exhibits"a"snowy"hillside"enveloped"by"pine"trees."(Figure"3)"In"the"distant,"right"portion"of"the"painting,"a"boat"travelling"on"the"ocean"can"be"distinguished."There"are"many"prospects"that"are"easy"to"classify"in"""13"Jay"Appleton,"The+Experience+of+Landscape,+(London:"Oxford"University"Press,"1975),"73."14"Jay"Appleton,"“Prospects"and"Refuges"Revisited,”"Landscape+Journal+3.2"(1984):"96."15"It’s+Me,+O+Lord,+118."16"The+Experience+of+Landscape,+71."17"Ibid,"187."
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!!!!!!43!"in"the"composition,"A+New+England+Landscape+contained"an"imbalance"of"prospects"and"refuges."" In"this"oil"on"canvas"painting,"the"viewer"is"inserted"onto"a"hill"during"a"sunny"day."This"positioning"of"the"observer"is"evident"due"to"the"low"elevation"in"the"rest"of"the"artwork."The"higher"elevation"on"which"the"spectator"is"situated"allows"for"an"extended"quantity"of"land"to"be"seen,"but"due"to"the"scarce"amount"of"protection"or"refuge"in"the"vicinity"of"the"viewer,"the"viewer"is"at"risk"of"being"seen."The"few,"visible"trees"in"the"area"prevent"this"lookZout"point"from"being"a"true"prospect"as"there"is"little"opportunity"to"see"without"being"seen."" The"sparse"clouds"depicted"allow"for"the"sun"to"appear"and"illuminate"the"landscape."In"the"background,"there"is"some"use"of"shadow,"but"the"majority"of"the"area"is"enveloped"by"sunlight."The"portion"of"the"painting"that"is"closest"to"the"foreground"and"the"observer"is"darkened"by"the"shadows"of"the"sun."This"is"an"intriguing"combination"of"prospect"and"refuge,"as"the"light"is"a"characteristic"of"a"prospect"and"darkness"is"typically"a"refuge.24"" This"could"be"reflective"of"what"was"occurring"in"Kent’s"life,"just"as"his"works"from"Monhegan"allude"to"what"events"were"happening"during"the"time"that"particular"piece"was"created."Kent"was"apprenticing"for"a"successful"artist"and"as"previously"mentioned,"was"not"initially"focused"on"creating"artwork"of"his"own."When"analyzing"this"from"a"metaphorical"aspect,"Kent"emerged"from"the"shadows,"if"you"will,"of"a"more"successful"artist"to"attempt"a"career"of"his"own."Where"he"stands"now,"there"are"not"a"lot"of"positive"events"occurring,"as"he"is"just"beginning,"but"he"is"aware"that"there"is"the"prospect"of"accomplishment"in"the"distance."" It"was"the"island"fishermen"that"caught"Kent’s"attention"and"helped"him"recognize"his"feelings"of"discontent."In"a"letter"to"Robert"Henri,"Kent"comments"on"this"particular"group"of"individuals:"“I"love"the"fishermen"here."I"never"in"my"life"saw"such"a"fine"kindhearted"set"of"people."I’d"like"to"be"one"of"them.”25"In"his"autobiography,"Kent"explicitly"mentions"he"envied"the"fishermen"and"the"dignity"that"they"possessed"from"performing"manual"labor"with"the"land.26"Kent"came"up"with"the"practical"solution"of"engaging"in"his"own"manual"labor."It"should"also"be"mentioned"that"another"possible"reason"he"began"taking"on"extra"work"at"this"time"was"due"to"a"lack"of"funds."Either"way,"this"work"acted"as"a"way"for"him"to"support"himself"in"addition"to"satisfying"his"desire"for"adequacy."
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"44!Due"to"Monhegan’s"remoteness,"there"were"not"many"job"options."Kent"first"took"up"well"drilling"with"a"local,"Hiriam"Cazallis.27"This"job"entailed"either"swinging"a"sledgehammer"repeatedly"at"a"nail"held"by"Hiriam"or"vice"versa."When"discussing"his"new"found"employment,"Kent"had"this"to"say:"“...I"now"felt"myself"to"be"no"longer"a"mere"spectator"but"an"integral"part...an"indigenous"inhabitant"by"natural"right."I"earned"my"living."I"belonged."It"is"a"great,"proud"feeling"–"to"belong!”28"In"this"statement,"Kent"himself"recognizes"how"through"his"involvement"with"the"land"he"has"a"greater"feeling"of"significance."Beyond"his"work"as"a"well"driller,"he"would"occasionally"clean"out"privies"for"ten"dollars"a"day"and"later"he"became"what"he"envied,"a"lobsterman."" He"served"as"a"sternman,"an"assistant"to"Hiriam’s"brother,"George,"beginning"in"1907."Kent’s"artwork"reflected"this"change"in"occupations."His"subject"matter"began"to"be"filled"with"scenes"of"lobstermen"and"fishermen"laboring"on"the"sea."His"oil"on"canvas,"Toilers+of+the+Sea,+from"1907"is"an"example"of"Kent’s"changing"interests."(Figure"5)"This"work"shows"fishermen"on"their"boats"in"the"process"of"catching"their"lobsters"for"the"day."The"boat"closest"to"the"viewer"is"positioned"in"the"center"and"depicts"a"lobsterman"pulling"his"net"from"the"ocean,"while"his"sternman"struggles"with"the"oars"against"the"ocean’s"waves."According"to"Appleton,"movement,"whether"it"is"achieved"or"imagined,"is"an"important"aspect"of"participating"in"the"surrounding"landscape.29"It"would"not"be"a"peculiar"assumption"to"presume"that"Kent’s"active"participation"in"the"act"of"lobstering"assisted"him"when"he"began"to"imagine"the"scene"that"would"soon"fill"his"blank"canvas."" The"decision"to"position"the"boat"so"close"in"the"foreground"gives"the"illusion"that"this"prospect"is"attainable."The"second"boat"in"this"painting,"referred"to"as"a"dory"due"to"its"narrow,"flat"bottom,"high"bow,"and"flaring"sides,"is"much"more"active,"as"it"breaks"the"horizon"line"created"by"the"ocean."With"the"vantage"point"that"Kent"uses"for"this"second"boat,"it"seems"that"he"is"alluding"to"a"desire"for"a"more"physical"interaction"with"the"sea,"as"it"is"battling"the"oncoming"waves."" Kent"later"commented"that"he"lobstered"with"George"Cazallis"more"to"keep"Cazallis"company"than"for"the"assistance"he"provided.30"Therefore,"Kent"received"the"satisfaction"he"obtained"through"physical"labor,"but"the"presence"of"the"second"boat"and"its"placement"in"the"composition"could"represent"his"desire"for"more."His"desire"would"later"""24"The+Experience+of+Landscape,+82."25"Call+of+the+Coast,+110."26"It’s+Me,+O+Lord,+122."27"It’s+Me,+O+Lord,+123Z124."28"Ibid,"126."29"The+Experience+of+Landscape,+119."
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!!!!!!45!""be"satisfied"when"he"began"lobstering"with"Mansfield"“Manse”"Davis,"another"wellZknown"fishermen"on"the"island."Kent"stepped"in"for"Manse"when"his"regular"partner"was"injured"prior"to"the"lobstering"season."The"job"of"working"on"Manse’s"boat"was"much"more"demanding"than"working"on"George’s"vessel,"mainly"due"to"the"fact"that"George"was"the"only"individual"on"the"island"to"have"a"oneZcylinder"marine"engine"on"his"boat"alleviating"much"of"the"demanding"rowing"of"the"oars.31"While"Kent"worked"to"push"and"pull"the"oars"as"Manse"hauled"and"rebaited"the"traps,"he"also"kept"the"lobsterman"company."This"companionship"differed"from"the"one"he"had"with"George"because"Manse"held"opposing"views"from"Kent"on"almost"every"topic"that"was"discussed:"politics,"religion,"labor,"and"even"Kent’s"vegetarianism.32"As"events"throughout"Kent’s"life"haveshown,"he"was"a"very"strong"willed"and"freethinking"individual.33"The"ability"to"debate"and"discuss"what"was"on"his"mind"without"being"judged"only"added"to"the"attraction"that"lobstering"possessed."" The"surroundings"that"lobstering"provided"became"a"prospect"and"a"refuge"for"Kent."While"out"to"sea,"he"was"able"to"reach"multiple"vantage"points"without"much"worry"about"objects"obstructing"his"view:"scenes"that"he"would"not"obtain"while"on"the"island."Also,"the"act"of"lobstering"and"the"dory"provided"refuge"not"only"from"the"ocean"but"also"from"living"a"life"of"poverty,"as"this"was"Kent’s"main"source"of"income"at"this"time."The"ocean"provided"a"daily"routine"that"consisted"of"“...were"days"of"hard"work,"with"all"the"excitement"of"a"new"and"dangerous"vocation."I"liked"the"cold."It"was"stimulating."It"became"an"obsession"to"me.”34"" During"this"time,"Kent"also"began"to"build"a"personal"home"on"the"island.35"Up"to"this"point,"Kent"was"able"to"find"shelter"by"living"at"the"Inn"on"the"island,"but"this"endeavor"to"have"his"own"home"shows"his"desire"to"have"a"more"permanent"place"on"Monhegan."Kent"did"not"originally"intend"to"build"the"house"himself,"but"due"to"constant"delays,"he"took"on"the"operation"using"his"architectural"knowledge"from"Columbia.36"" "30"It’s+Me,+O+Lord,+131."31"Ibid,"131Z132."32"Ibid,"146."33"In"Newfoundland,"just"to"provoke"the"rumors"that"he"was"a"Communist,"he"started"flaunting"German"memorabilia."34"Rockwell"Kent"and"Carl"Zigrosser,"RockwellKentiana:+Few+Words+and+Many+Pictures,+(New"York,"NY:"Harcourt,"Brace"and"Company,"1933),"11."35"It’s+Me,+O+Lord,+131Z136."36"RockwellKentiana:+Few+Words+and+Many+Pictures,+133."37"“An"Interview"with"Rockwell"Kent"Conducted"by"Paul"Cummings"at"Austable"Forks,"New"York,"Febrauary"26Z27,"1969,”"12."
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"46!Kent"did"not"stop"at"building"his"own"home."Over"the"years"on"Monhegan"Island,"he"built"five"of"the"houses"on"the"island,"including"two"of"the"first"homes"with"modern"plumbing.37"" Kent’s"permanent"connection"with"the"land"through"the"building"of"his"personal"home"and"the"homes"of"others"is"reflected"in"his"subject"matter."On"several"occasions,"like"the"artists"before"him,"he"chose"to"depict"Monhegan"village."Monhegan+Village,+Maine:+Morning+from"1907"is"a"prime"example."This"oil"on"canvas"does"not"appear"to"have"been"composed"on"Monhegan."It"appears"to"have"been"created"from"a"vantage"point"on"the"smaller"Manana"Island,"which"sits"adjacent"to"Monhegan"Island."This"is"due"to"the"geographical"features"and"composition"of"the"buildings"on"Monhegan."Monhegan+Village,+Maine:+Morning+states"that"it"was"created"in"the"morning,"but"if"it"were"indeed"created"to"mimic"the"morning"scenery,"the"shadowing"in"the"foreground"would"be"wrong."Manana"Island"is"to"the"west"of"Monhegan,"meaning"the"sun"would"rise"over"Monhegan"and"would"gradually"set"behind"Manana."The"shadow"in"the"foreground,"in"the"shape"of"a"sitting"figure,"would"only"be"possible"were"the"sun"behind"him"or"her,"at"sunset."The"incorrect"use"of"shadowing"for"the"indicated"time"of"day"can"also"be"seen"in"the"figures"and"houses"on"the"island."None"of"this"information"means"this"artwork"should"be"discounted;"if"anything,"it"says"that"there"was"a"modest"quality"to"the"village"that"Kent"wanted"this"work"to"express."" This"painting"provides"insight"as"to"how"Kent"viewed"Monhegan."The"fact"that"the"village"takes"up"the"vast"majority"of"the"horizon"alludes"to"the"fact"that"he"saw"it"as"a"prospect."By"placing"the"island"in"a"perspective"where"the"surrounding"ocean"could"be"seen,"this"indicates"how"this"small"patch"of"land"served"as"a"refuge"from"the"ocean;"however,"it"is"important"to"remember"that"the"ocean"also"symbolizes"prospect,"as"previously"mentioned."While"there"is"no"visible"foliage"on"the"island"to"provide"refuge,"the"dwellings"serve"that"same"purpose."The"largest"building,"almost"centrally"located"in"the"painting,"is"the"inn"where"Kent"resided"until"he"built"his"home;"however,"Kent"did"not"include"his"newly"built"home"in"the"composition,"which"would"be"just"over"the"right"hillside"if"he"was"accurate"on"his"building"locations."" The"foreground"of"this"oil"on"canvas"is"populated"with"trees"and"shrubbery"that"provide"a"refuge"for"the"viewer;"however,"the"area"closest"to"the"observer"is"not"densely"covered,"which"allows"for"him"or"her"to"view"the"island"and"be"seen."Both"Manana"and"Monhegan"Islands"are"elevated"pieces"of"land."In"this"composition,"it"appears"that"they"are"
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!!!!!!53!"" Throughout"Kent’s"life,"he"recounted"the"influence"Monhegan"Island"had"on"him"and"his"career"on"several"occasions."Even"though"Kent’s"comments"help"to"solidify"Monhegan’s"place"in"the"artist’s"history,"more"can"be"analyzed"through"the"artwork"he"produced."The"saying,"“a"picture"is"worth"a"thousand"words,”"is"certainly"true"in"regards"to"art"history"and"is"applicable"in"this"situation."By"analyzing"Kent’s"paintings"using"Appleton’s"prospectZrefuge"theory,"a"timeline"begins"to"emerge"that"reflects"how"Kent"perceived"his"present"environment"and"the"events"that"occurred"within"that"environment."Overall,"it"can"be"determined"that"from"the"selection"of"paintings"created"on"Monhegan"Island,"Rockwell"Kent"had"a"close"connection"with"the"location"that"set"the"bar"for"what"he"would"look"for"in"his"future"artistic"journeys:"a"small,"working"community,"a"preferably"cold"region,"isolation,"and"a"picturesque"landscape."In"essence,"Kent"continuously"attempted"to"duplicate"his"experience"on"Monhegan"Island,"Maine.""61"The+Lobster+Coast:+Rebels,+Rusticators,+and+the+Struggle+for+a+Forgotten+Frontier,+21."62"“Evolution"of"the"Maine"Lobsterboat,”"Maine"Boats,"Homes"&"Harbors,"accessed"April"15,"2013,"http://www.maineboats.com/online/boatZfeatures/evolutionZmaineZlobsterboat.""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""
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